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ABSTRACT 

Several cardiac diseases affect myocardial function, with local myocardial 
deformation receiving much attention over the past few years. This work 
aimed to examine whether globally and locally analyzed quantitative 
cardiovascular magnetic resonance imaging-derived strain, rotation, and 
torsion of the heart would bring additional value and deeper understanding to 
myocardial mechanics in specified cardiovascular disorders. Patients with 
rheumatoid arthritis, tetralogy of Fallot, hereditary gelsolin amyloidosis, and 
hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, together with healthy controls, were 
investigated. 
 
A non-rigid registration-based software solution for myocardial tagging and 
feature tracking analysis was used for the quantification of left ventricular and 
right ventricular global and regional strain in different directions. Quantitative 
motion analysis showed that early treatment of rheumatoid arthritis was 
useful in retaining the diastolic function of the left ventricle. In adolescents 
with tetralogy of Fallot, right ventricular circumferential strain was increased 
relative to healthy controls. Tetralogy of Fallot subjects with increased 
pulmonary regurgitation had higher right ventricular longitudinal strain than 
subjects with less pulmonary regurgitation; this has been considered a 
compensation mechanism. Hereditary gelsolin amyloidosis showed local 
myocardial changes focused on the basal plane of the left ventricle and 
differing from the more common light-chain cardiac amyloidosis.  
 
The non-rigid registration-based technique was compared with the harmonic 
phase-based method with Gabor filtering in the analysis of myocardial 
tagging-derived rotation and torsion in subjects with hypertrophic 
cardiomyopathy. The absolute values obtained with the two software methods 
were significantly different, however, neither software showed significant 
differences in patients with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy relative to healthy 
controls. Motion parameters of both ventricles were associated with other 
quantitative cardiac magnetic resonance imaging parameters, such as 
volumetric measurements and T1 relaxation times, in the studies of this thesis.  
 
Tagging and feature tracking-derived motion parameters showed significant 
findings in local myocardial motion in rheumatoid arthritis, tetralogy of Fallot, 
and hereditary gelsolin amyloidosis. Software-based reference values are 
required when comparing motion parameters between study subjects. 
Currently, no standardization for measuring different deformation 
parameters, such as strain, rotation, or torsion exists, and several software 
solutions are available for analyzing these parameters. Variability between 
different software solutions and individual observers should be recognized.       
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Many cardiac diseases affect the heart-weakening local myocardial motion, 
resulting in the investigation of myocardial deformation in recent years. 
However, accurate assessment of three-dimensional cardiac contraction 
remains a challenge. Ejection fraction (EF) describes the relative change of 
myocardial volume between end-systole and end-diastole. EF is the 
conventional parameter of ventricular function, but is limitated by it being 
calculated based on volumetric measurements of the ventricles [1]. Myocardial 
motion-tracking techniques in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) have been 
developed for a more accurate description of myocardial deformation than 
conventional volumetric measurements and EF analysis. Changes in 
myocardial strain have been detected in subjects with maintained EF, and 
reports of additional value over EF have been published [2-4]. This has made 
myocardial deformation analysis popular for research purposes, but methods 
have only partly attracted clinical interest. Myocardial deformation analysis is 
mainly performed with cardiovascular magnetic resonance (CMR) imaging or 
echocardiography-based techniques. Echocardiography is relatively low cost 
compared with CMR, but suffers from fixed imaging directions and a limited 
view of different cardiac structures [5, 6]. With CMR, images can be acquired 
in any direction. Common to both modalities is the observer-related variability 
in quantitatively derived motion parameters.     
 
In CMR, myocardial deformation imaging has been available since the late 
1980s. By modulating magnetization spatially, visually detectable line and grid 
patterns, referred to as tags, could be created in conventional cine CMR images 
[7]. The slow acquisition of tagging images and the relatively heavy post-
processing have limited applicability to the clinical environment. Several 
analysis tools have started as research projects and have later been 
commercialized. In 2009, feature tracking (FT), the quantitative motion 
analysis of conventional cine image features, was introduced, giving 
deformation imaging in CMR a boost [8, 9]. Currently, several post-processing 
software solutions for both tagging and FT are available. The aims of this work 
were to study CMR tagging and FT-derived global and local deformation 
parameters in specified cardiac disorders, to relate myocardial motion to other 
quantitative CMR parameters, and to evaluate reliability of quantitative 
motion parameters. 
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2 HEART 

2.1 ANATOMY AND FUNCTION 

The heart is a muscular organ that rhythmically pumps blood from the low-
pressure venous side to high-pressure artery side [10]. The heart consists of 
four chambers: left and right atria and left and right ventricles. The right 
atrium receives blood from superior and inferior vena cava, which carry 
returning de-oxygenated blood from the circulation. Blood flow continues 
from the right atrium across the tricuspid valve into the right ventricle (RV). 
Outflow tract of the RV is the pulmonary artery, which transports blood into 
the lungs. Oxygenated blood returns from the lungs via pulmonary veins and 
enters the left atrium. Blood then flows across the mitral valve into the left 
ventricle (LV). The LV has a thick muscular wall, allowing the generation of 
high pressures during LV contraction [11]. The LV is responsible for ejecting 
blood across the aortic valve into the aorta. The pumping activity of the heart 
is commonly expressed in terms of cardiac output, the amount of blood ejected 
with each contraction.   
 
The heart is constantly moving, from diastole to systole. At the end of diastole, 
the heart is momentarily still before the next cardiac cycle. The motion of the 
heart is controlled by an electric conduction system, where each heartbeat 
originates from an electrical impulse induced by the sinus node located in the 
right atrium [12]. The impulse first causes the atria to contract, pushing more 
blood into the ventricles. The impulse then spreads to both ventricles, causing 
their synchronous contraction. The cardiac cycle displayed in a Wiggers 
diagram (Figure 1) visualizes the change in LV volume in relation to an 
electrocardiogram (ECG) signal during a single heartbeat [13].  
 
The cardiac cycle is divided into two periods: systole and diastole. Systole 
refers to ventricular contraction and ejection, while diastole refers to the rest 
of the cardiac cycle, including ventricular relaxation and filling [12]. The P 
wave represents the depolarization of the atria, finishing the diastolic phase of 
the heart. Following the P wave, the QRS complex, representing the 
depolarization of the ventricles, first spreads around both ventricles and then 
causes both ventricles to contract. The QRS complex begins the systolic phase, 
and during ventricular contraction the volume of the ventricles decreases to a 
minimum. During systole the T wave of the ECG represents repolarization of 
the ventricles. When the ventricular volumes are at a minimum, pressure in 
the ventricles drops. Atrioventricular valves open, beginning the diastolic 
filling of both ventricles and consequently increasing the volume of both 
ventricles. The diastole ends with the next P wave, finalizing the filling of both 
ventricles before the next contraction.  
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2.2 NOMENCLATURE AND LEFT VENTRICLE 
SEGMENTATION 

CMR, echocardiography, nuclear medicine, and computed tomography are 
imaging modalities that have been used to measure LV function for clinical 
diagnosis and research purposes [14]. The technical principles of these 
modalities are different; however, they all image the cardiac muscle. Several 
factors, such as the orientation of the heart, angle of cardiac planes, and slice 
thickness of the chosen modality, have evolved independently within each 
modality. This has resulted in a lack of standardization and made intra- and 
inter-modality comparison difficult. The American Heart Association (AHA) 
has created a standardized 17-segment model in 2002 for the segmentation 
and nomenclature of the LV to allow repeatable characterization of LV 
function between modalities [15]. The AHA recommendations state that the 
definition, orientation, and display of the heart should be done using the long 
axis (LA) of the LV and planes oriented perpendicular relative to the LA. 
Names of these planes should be short axis (SA) view, horizontal LA, and 
vertical LA. These LA views correspond to four-chamber (4CH) and three-
chamber views, respectively, common in CMR.    
 
The LV muscle can be divided into various numbers of segments. The number 
of segments depends on the method employed. For example, CMR and 

Figure 1: A Wiggers diagram, the classic illustration of the cardiac cycle. The diagram links 
different cardiac phases to left-ventricular volume and an electrocardiogram signal. The gray 
columns at the beginning of systole and diastole denote isovolumetric contraction and 
relaxation of the LV, respectively. LVEDV = left-ventricular end-diastolic volume, LVESV = 
left-ventricular end-systolic volume. 
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computed tomography have included up to 48 segments, far exceeding clinical 
need [16]. The AHA 17-segment model is based on autopsy data to section the 
heart into apical, mid-ventricular, and basal thirds perpendicular to the LV 
LA. The sectioning creates a mass distribution of 35%, 35%, and 30% for basal, 
mid-ventricular, and apical planes, respectively, closely matching ventricular 
mass distribution of the autopsy data [17]. The segment system was primarily 
developed for the analysis of regional wall motion of the LV, but the segment 
for the myocardial apex was added as the assessment of myocardial perfusion 
became viable, rendering a 17-segment model. Due to complex mixing of the 
myocardium and connecting tissue, specifically at the base of the heart, SA 
images of basal, mid-ventricular, and apical planes should be selected to 
include myocardium in all 360° locations [15]. The 17th segment, the apex, can 
be evaluated from LA planes. Anatomic landmarks should be used when 
selecting these slices.    
 
According to AHA, the naming of individual segments should be done with 
reference to both the LA of the ventricle and the 360° circumferential locations 
on SA views. Basal, mid-ventricular, and apical are parts of the names and 
define the LA location of the SA segments. The circumferential location, in 
basal and mid-ventricular slices, should be divided into six segments of 60° 
each. The attachment of RV wall to the LV should be used to separate the 
septum from LV anterior and inferior free walls [15]. A bull's eye plot showing 
the location and naming of the 17 segments is displayed in Figure 2. The 
numbering of the segments starts from the basal anterior segment and runs 
counterclockwise around the heart, continuing to the mid-ventricular plane. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Figure 2: The 17-segment model of the American Heart Association. The numbering of the 
segments starts from the basal anterior segment (segment 1) and runs counterclockwise 
around the heart to the basal anterolateral segment (segment 6), continuing to the mid-
ventricular plane. 
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The three SA levels of the LV present different shape and motion properties 
[18]. The basal plane undergoes plane motion during the cardiac cycle with a 
fixed image plane, while this kind of motion is almost non-existent in the 
apical plane. The apical and basal planes both cause a significant rotating 
motion, while the mid-ventricular plane is mainly dominated by radial 
contraction. This makes local motion analysis in different cardiac planes and 
directions viable.  

2.3 COMPONENTS OF MYOCARDIAL MOTION 

Strain is a measure of the relative contraction in a given direction of the cardiac 
muscle. Myocardial strain in CMR is commonly referred to as Lagrangian 
strain since the myocardium moves as a continuous mass rather than a 
discrete material point [8, 19]. Myocardial Lagrangian strain as a function of 
time t is defined as follows [20]: 

 

 
where  is the measured length of the myocardium at time point zero and  
the length at time . Strain is expressed as a percentage and commonly 
measured in circumferential, longitudinal, and radial directions of the LV, 
starting from end-diastole as time point zero. This is when the ventricle is filled 
with blood and the myocardium is relaxed.  
 
Strain can be measured in SA and LA directions of both ventricles, based on 
epicardial, endocardial, or mid-myocardial contours; mid-myocardial being 
the conventional one in CMR. Circumferential and radial strain can be 
measured from SA images of the LV. In the LA direction, longitudinal strain 
can be measured in both ventricles. The ventricular wall of the RV is much 
thinner than that of the LV, and thus, radial strain can only reliably be 
measured in the LV [21]. The relaxed state of end-diastole is the reference 
point for strain analysis, thus, negative strain indicates myocardial thinning or 
shortening, whereas positive strain indicates thickening or lengthening. Strain 
rate is the time derivative, the rate of change of the strain curve. Strain rate is 
highest when strain is changing most rapidly in the least amount of time. 
Accordingly, strain rate is zero at maximum strain. Peak values for strain, 
systolic strain rate, and diastolic strain rate are all clearly visualized as peaks 
in strain and strain rate curves (Figure 3). Strain curves can be calculated as a 
mean in different cardiac planes or segmentally. Peak strain is calculated 
either as a mean value of the peak values of different segments or as a peak of 
the entire contour in the plane of analysis.  
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Common definitions for strain include global strain and planar strain; 
however, segmental strain is gaining wider interest as more post-processing 
tools become available. Comparison of strain values between subjects is 
performed by comparing numerical peak strain values [22-25]. Comparison of 
strain curves is more complicated due to different lengths of RR intervals 
between subjects.  
 
Time resolution affects measured strain and strain rate. Cine images can be 
considered as sampling points of a signal, in this case the strain curve. If the 
time between consecutive sampling points is large relative to the entire 
duration of a cardiac cycle, the shape of the curve is deformed. In the literature, 
the minimum number of cine image phases for strain rate analysis should be 
at least 25 [26]. At a heart rate of 60 beats per minute, a time resolution of 40 
ms is obtained.                         
 
Although strain is the most studied parameter with CMR, the wringing motion 
of the heart is also of interest [27]. Left-ventricular rotation, measured in 
degrees, and torsion are relevant when investigating the effects of different 
cardiovascular diseases on myocardial motion. Rotation is defined as the 
angular displacement of the LV about its central axis in SA direction, measured 
from end-diastole. When looking at the heart from the apex during systole, the 
basal SA plane of the LV rotates clockwise, while the apical SA plane rotates 
counterclockwise [28]. Peak rotation is reached at end-systole, when the heart 
is most contracted. In diastole, the rotation pattern is reversed. Torsion, in its 
simplest form, also referred to as twist, is defined as the rotational difference 

Figure 3: Curves demonstrating mid-LV circumferential strain (left) and corresponding 
strain rate (right). At the time of peak strain, strain rate is zero. When strain rate is at its 
minima or maxima, strain is changing the most in the least amount of time. 
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between apical and basal planes. Torsion as a function of time is as follows 
[29]: 
 

                                                                                                                                                                                 
where  and  are the counterclockwise rotation of apical and 
clockwise rotation basal planes, respectively. Torsion reaches its maximum 
value at end-systole, when the rotational difference between apical and basal 
plane is the highest. The torsion definition of equation (2) is absolute and it 
doesn’t acknowledge the size of individual hearts. Other definitions of torsion 
utilize the longitudinal distance and myocardial wall thickness to normalize 
torsion values of different-sized hearts [27]. 
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3 MOTION ANALYSIS IN 
CARDIOVASCULAR MAGNETIC 
RESONANCE IMAGING 

3.1 BASICS OF MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING 

The signal in MRI is generated by the interaction of applied magnetic fields 
with hydrogen atoms (protons) inside the human body. Hydrogen nuclei are 
spin  particles, which results in them having a magnetic moment [30].  Due 
to the magnetic moment, when experiencing an external magnetic field, the 
hydrogen nuclei align themselves either parallel or anti-parallel to the field. A 
slight majority of the nuclei will align parallel to the field, due to the lower 
energy state, which results in a net longitudinal magnetization along the 
external magnetic field. This net magnetization is the vector sum of magnetic 
moments from many individual hydrogen nuclei and its magnitude is 
extremely small relative to the external field [31]. The hydrogen nuclei will 
precess about the external magnetic field at a frequency depending on the 
magnitude of the magnetic and gyromagnetic ratio of the nuclei. Applying a 
radio frequency (RF) pulse oscillating at the same frequency, the net 
magnetization vector sum can be tipped away from the direction of the 
external field. This is a requirement to measure a detectable signal from the 
hydrogen inside the body. When the RF pulse is terminated, the net 
magnetization, now perpendicular to the external magnetic field, will return 
to equilibrium, by the hydrogen nuclei releasing energy to the environment. 
Before the net magnetization has fully recovered, the precessing 
magnetization can be detected using a RF receiver coil. The recovery of net 
magnetization, termed relaxation, is characterized by spin-lattice (T1) and 
spin-spin (T2) relaxation time constants. The signal available from tissue is 
determined by several factors, including MRI sequence parameters, proton 
density, and T1 and T2 relaxation times [32]. The contribution of T1 and T2 
relaxations along with proton density to image appearance is controlled 
through the manipulation of pulse sequence parameters. In the simplest 
example of an MRI signal, an RF pulse of 90° is applied to rotate the net 
longitudinal magnetization perpendicular to the magnetic field of the MRI 
scanner. It will then result in a signal that can be detected with an RF receiver 
coil. This signal is called the free induction decay, as it gradually decays due to 
relaxation. The free induction decay in practice is not used for MR image 
acquisition. However, a sequence of RF pulses in combination with MR field 
gradients is used to generate echo signals that are recorded with RF receiver 
coils and reconstructed to yield an MR image.  
 
Specific magnetic field gradients are used for MRI slice selection, spatial 
encoding in phase encoding direction and frequency encoding direction, and 
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signal readout. This process effectively only excites hydrogen nuclei within a 
small volume, a single slice, and codes the spatial position of the excited 
hydrogen nuclei based on frequency and phase. When the MR signal is 
sampled as spatial frequency data with a receiver coil, it will be arranged in 
digital format in a two-dimensional data matrix. Low spatial frequency data 
fill the central area of the matrix, providing information about the general 
shapes and contrast in the resulting image, while high spatial frequencies at 
the periphery represent image resolution and detail [33]. MR images are 
formed by applying a two-dimensional Fourier transform to the spatial 
frequency data row by row and column by column. This process decodes the 
spatial position of the hydrogen nuclei based on variations in frequency and 
phase. During the reconstruction process a relative signal intensity value is 
assigned for each image voxel based on the strength of the signal in the 
corresponding tissue volume. The resulting MR image illustrates anatomical 
relationships and grayscale contrast between tissues based on magnetization 
behavior in the given slice of tissue [34].  

3.2 SPECIFICS OF CARDIOVASCULAR MAGNETIC 
RESONANCE 

CMR imaging has been considered difficult to perform due to many technical 
challenges that arise from the heart itself [35]. These are mainly cardiac 
motion, respiratory motion and pulsating blood flow [36]. All of these cause 
changes in MR signal intensity or phase with time and typically result in 
ghosting artifacts. CMR imaging involves the imaging of a constantly moving 
target, which sets high technical requirements for imaging hardware. Most 
CMR images cannot be acquired quickly enough to avoid cardiac motion but 
the motion can be effectively negated by gating or triggering image acquisition 
to cardiac physiology.  
 
The electrical signals of the heart can be measured with an ECG during CMR 
imaging, which is the most common method in clinical CMR use. ECG gating 
is required to ascertain the exact position of the heart, and recording a proper 
ECG signal is crucial for successful cardiac gating and successful image 
acquisition [37]. Gating is used so that imaging data are systematically 
acquired at the same point in the cardiac cycle; ideally the heart is also in the 
same position between the cycles.  Acquiring a good ECG signal inside the bore 
of the MR system is not trivial for two important reasons: 1) the ECG 
electrodes need to be placed relatively close to each other to avoid large 
voltages being induced by the gradient and radiofrequency coils; 2) the ECG 
waveform is distorted due to a magneto-hydrodynamic effect, which is caused 
by a moving conducting fluid (blood) inside a magnetic field [38]. Blood flow 
in the aorta occurs at the same time as ventricular ejection and the 
repolarization of the ventricles, which causes an additional voltage on the T 
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wave of the ECG. This may sometimes increase the amplitude of the T wave 
over the amplitude of the R wave and result in incorrect triggering of the CMR 
acquisition [39, 40]. The use of vector cardiac gating has made triggering 
much more reliable. With vector cardiographic gating, left-to-right and 
superior-to-inferior components of ECG are acquired simultaneously, 
minimizing the magneto-hydrodynamic effect and the incorrect T wave 
triggering [41].  

 
In addition to cardiac motion, respiratory motion also affects the location of 
the heart. The heart is located directly above the diaphragm and inhalation 
and exhalation both affect its location. The simplest solution is to acquire 
images entirely during breath-hold, during multiple heartbeats with a single 
phase-encoding step during each heartbeat. Sequences that are not fast 
enough to be acquired during a single breath-hold are divided into multiple 
breath-holds. To achieve shorter acquisition times, fast imaging techniques 
acquire more than one phase-encoding step per heartbeat [42]. This way the 
phase-encoding data is sampled much quicker, leading to shorter acquisition 
time. Spin-echo sequences that use this sort of principle are known as turbo 
spin-echo (TSE) sequences. Echo planar imaging is a form of single-shot pulse 
sequence, which can acquire all phase-encoding data with a single RF 
excitation and readout. Echo planar imaging has limitations related to 
generally low spatial resolution and artifacts due to phase inconsistencies, 
making it suboptimal in CMR [43]. 
 
CMR can be used to acquire still morphological images, which provide 
valuable information about subject anatomy. With TSE sequences, 
morphological images can be acquired during a single breath-hold [44]. These 
images are described as black-blood or dark-blood images due to their nature 
of minimized signal originating from the blood. With TSE technique, the echo 
train length can be relatively long, which is why the echoes are collected in 
diastole when the heart is momentarily still. Blood inside the cardiac chambers 
is also still and to overcome the undesirable signal of the blood, double 
inversion recovery schemes are used before the TSE acquisition [45]. The main 
principle of the double inversion recovery is to start with a non-selective 180° 
inversion pulse, immediately followed by a slice-selective 180° inversion. This 
scheme inverts all magnetization outside the imaging volume, while 
magnetization within the image slice is effectively unchanged. A short 
inversion time after the double inversion will cause de-inverted blood within 
the image slice to wash out and be replaced by inverted blood, which will 
recover according to T1 relaxation. Inversion time is chosen so that at the time 
of TSE readout the inverted blood gives minimal signal [46]. If all blood is 
replaced during the inversion time, proper black-blood images will be 
acquired. However, slow-flowing blood or blood flow that occurs in-plane may 
not be fully suppressed [47].     
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The imaging planes of CMR do not typically represent the axial, sagittal, and 
coronal views of the body. CMR planes are conventionally orientated to the 
ventricular chambers and valves. Obtaining the standard CMR views requires 
knowledge of cardiac anatomy and much practice [48].  MRI systems can 
acquire thin, less than 1-mm-thick slices. In CMR, however, the conventional 
images are 6-10 mm thick, as there is no clear benefit of very thin slices. 
Rather, thin slices may cause trouble with lower signal-to-noise ratios [49]. 

3.3 SEQUENCES FOR CAPTURING MYOCARDIAL 
MOTION 

The most common application of CMR is the use of vector cardiographic gated 
gradient-echo-type sequences designed to visualize the heart's motion 
throughout the cardiac cycle [50]. This is termed functional imaging, but it 
should not be confused with functional magnetic resonance imaging of the 
brain. Gradient-echo sequences have very short repetition times (TR), making 
them suitable for acquiring images at the same anatomical location at distinct 
points in the cardiac cycle. Balanced steady-state free precession (bSSFP) is a 
gradient-echo sequence designed to ensure that the transverse magnetization 
is brought back into phase at the end of each TR when the next RF pulse is 
applied. This carries over into the next repetition and is superimposed with 
transverse magnetization created by that RF pulse. After multiple repetitions, 
a steady-state condition is achieved, where the transversal magnetization of 
multiple TRs combine to give much greater signal [50]. SSFP is the most used 
sequence type for creating functional CMR images, that is, still images of 
different cardiac planes at different points in time. Each still image represents 
a temporal phase of the cardiac cycle. The still bSSFP images are presented as 
cine image stacks, which visually present the heart contracting and relaxing. 
The contrast in bSSFP images is mainly dependent on the relaxation time ratio 
T2/T1, making fluids and fat appear bright [51]. The ratio is high in blood and 
lower in the myocardium, therefore, bSSFP images are insensitive to flow and 
offer excellent contrast between the myocardium and blood [52]. In the case 
of a non-uniform magnetic field, transverse magnetization from different TRs 
can cancel out rather than add together in inhomogeneous areas, introducing 
dark banding artifacts across bSSFP images [53].  
 
Ideally, data of each cine image would be acquired during a single breath-hold. 
However, each cine image involves the acquisition of several phase-encoding 
steps, like echo train length in TSE. The technique of acquiring several phase-
encoding steps in a single RR interval of the ECG is termed segmented k-space 
imaging [54]. The idea is to acquire phase-encoding steps for several cine 
views during the same RR interval. This way a single breath-hold is enough to 
acquire all of the phase-encoding steps needed for a cine image series. Since 
the duration of image acquisition is dependent on the number of RR intervals, 
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patients with a faster heart rate need to hold their breath for a shorter period 
of time.  
 
Cine images can be acquired either with prospectively or retrospectively gating 
the ECG signal. Many people have arrhythmias that vary the heart rate. This 
is problematic from the image acquisition point of view. Any heartbeat that is 
shorter than normal (at the start of the scan) will result in incomplete data 
acquisition. The changing heart rate can be handled by using prospective 
cardiac gating. This way, an arrhythmia rejection period (ARP) is set around 
each R peak in the ECG. The ARP is typically around 15% of the RR interval. 
During the ARP image acquisition is disabled to account for the varying heart 
rate. The pulse sequence continues to run though in order to keep the 
magnetization in a steady state. This prospective gating looks for the next R 
peak after ARP to occur. All data that are acquired when an RR interval falls 
outside the ARP are discarded and need to be reacquired. The clear 
disadvantage of prospective cardiac gating is that due to the ARP important 
ventricular motion information during late diastole is missed [50, 55].    
 
Alternatively, cine image data can be acquired throughout the cardiac cycle, 
the ARP included. The duration of each heartbeat is recorded. Any variation 
in the RR interval is addressed by retrospective processing, hence, the name 
retrospective cardiac gating [56]. After completing the scan, every heartbeat is 
either stretched or compressed to match the nominal RR interval. The time 
point of each phase-encoding step is reassigned. The acquired data are 
retrospectively allocated to a user-defined number of temporal phases. A 
typical approach for allocating acquired temporal phases to user-defined 
temporal phases is the nearest neighbor algorithm. The relative acquisition 
time of each phase-encoding step may not be the same, which is why it may be 
necessary to use the same phase-encoding step in adjacent user-defined 
temporal phases. The reconstruction engine ensures the full sampling of the 
cardiac cycle. Retrospective gating commonly also uses the ARP; however, it 
is much larger, even 50% of the average RR interval. This way, only very short 
or very long heartbeats are being rejected [38]. Cine images are acquired 
during many heartbeats, and although they showcase the heart contracting 
and relaxing, they should not be thought of as real-time visualization of the 
cardiac cycle, but as averages of multiple heartbeats.   
 
Cine CMR is a great tool for visual analysis of general myocardial motion. 
However, even with post-processing tools cine images do not provide 
information on myocardial motion inside the myocardial wall, as the cardiac 
muscle is homogeneous in cine images. Myocardial tagging is a special CMR 
technique, which refers to marking the cardiac muscle non-invasively. Tagging 
can be described as a process of producing saturated planes that are 
orthogonal to the imaging plane. The technique was created in the late 1980s 
by Zerhouni et al. [7], which allowed for the first time the visualization of 
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intramural myocardial motion without the use of invasive myocardial 
markers. During the past decades numerous improvements have been made, 
and several different techniques are nowadays available [57-59]. A technique 
initially created by Axel and Dougherty is still widely used today [60]. The 
creation of the tagging pattern is achieved with spatial modulation of 
magnetization (SPAMM), where saturation pulses are used for creating stripe 
or grid patterns in conventional cine CMR images (Figure 4).  
 

 
SPAMM is based on wrapping magnetization periodically through space with 
two equal non-selective RF pulses that are separated by a wrapping gradient 
[61]. The first RF pulse flips the magnetization in the transversal direction 
(Figure 4 c). A gradient pulse is immediately applied in the desired tagging 
direction, which modulates the transversal magnetization in a sinusoidal 
fashion. The modulated magnetization is then flipped back to the starting 
position by another RF pulse. A large spoiler gradient follows the second RF 
pulse, eliminating possible remaining transversal magnetization. This kind of 
scheme creates tagging lines in one direction. When grid tagging is required, a 
second tagging scheme follows with the modulating gradient oriented 
orthogonally compared with that of the first tagging scheme. Image 

Figure 4: a) The original spatial modulation of magnetization tagging pulse sequence. The 
tagging part has two non-selective RF pulses that are separated by a tagging gradient in the 
tagging direction and followed by a crusher gradient. The imaging part shows conventional k 
space acquisition with slice-selection (SS), phase-encoding (PE), and read-out (RO). This kind 
of sequence creates parallel tag lines that are orthogonal to the x-axis. b) Example of grid tag 
pattern, c) Evolution of net magnetization during different phases in the tagging part of the 
sequence. Adopted from Ibrahim [61]. 
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acquisition then follows at the desired time to visualize tissue deformation. 
The image acquisition phase is separate from the tagging phase and the 
tagging pattern deforms based on tissue movement between the phases. 
SPAMM was the sequence that made tagging possible in routine CMR 
examinations. The use of SPAMM tagging in motion tracking has been later 
validated by phantom studies [62, 63]. The sequence in Figure 4 is the original 
sequence and later developments have implemented tagging schemes to 
conventional bSSFP cine image acquisition. 
 
SPAMM tagging sequences today provide high spatial resolution and high 
temporal resolution. After the tagging phase, the tagged magnetization is 
exponentially relaxing back to equilibrium state according to T1 relaxation. 
The longer the time between the tagging phase and imaging phase, the poorer 
the contrast between tag lines and non-tagged tissue will be. This is why the 
tagging pattern tends to fade in late diastole, making motion assessment more 
difficult. The fading can be minimized by using low flip angles for the bSSFP 
imaging part of the sequence [64]. The magnetic field strength of the MR 
system also affects the tagging pattern. Using a 3T MR system, the signal-to-
noise ratio is theoretically doubled compared with 1.5T systems and T1 
relaxation is prolonged [65]. The prolonged T1 relaxation means a longer time 
before the tagging pattern begins to fade.  
   
Myocardial tagging has been employed in measuring regional LV function, 
contractility, rotation and torsion, aging, coronary artery disease, among 
others [61, 66-69], however, lack of fast quantitative analysis tools is 
preventing CMR tagging from being widely adopted in clinical use. Most 
software solutions utilize image processing techniques to detect tag features to 
create detailed displacement maps [70]. 

3.4 MOTION QUANTIFICATION 

3.4.1 MYOCARDIAL TAGGING 
The general principle of motion analysis techniques is that they search 
patterns of features in CMR images and follow them from one image frame to 
the next, analyzing the most probable correspondence. A number of technical 
solutions have been proposed for the semi-automated extraction of 
myocardial deformation from CMR tagging images. Possible methods include 
optical flow [71-73], harmonic phase (HARP)[74, 75], spline snake grids [76], 
and non-rigid registration based on free-form deformation [77, 78]. Different 
methods can be roughly divided between those that work in frequency space 
and employ spectral methods to estimate tag motion and those that work in 
the spatial domain and consider tagging lines as features to track. 
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Harmonic Phase Flow (HPF) plugin (Computer Vision Center, Barcelona, 
Spain) [28, 79, 80] is a HARP-based analysis algorithm that employs a 
variational Gabor filter bank to extract myocardial displacement information. 
In HARP, the intensity of the tagged MR image is expressed in complex form 
in Fourier space. The phase of these so-called harmonic images are only a 
material quantity and as such remain constant over time. This is why they can 
be used to follow the location of the tagging pattern throughout the cardiac 
cycle. 
 
SPAMM tagging patterns are generated by applying a sequence of  RF pulses 
over a short time interval. The simplest case of 1-1 SPAMM tagging has only 
two RF pulses. Axel and Doherty proposed the use of a binomial combination 
of RF pulses in the tagging phase [64]. The higher the binomial order grows, 
the sharper the tagging lines [61]. A one-dimensional tagging pattern 
generated with  RF pulses has  spectral peaks in the Fourier domain; 
correspondingly, a two-dimensional (2D) pattern is a product of two one-
dimensional patterns and has  spectral peaks [75]. 
 
A 2D SPAMM tagging sequence with two main frequencies   produces 

 spectral harmonic peaks in the frequency domain. The number 
of these peaks depends on the number of RF pulses applied to produce the 
pattern [75]. From this follows that any tagged image frame  can be 
expressed as a composition of complex harmonic images  [28]: 

 

 
where  is a reference map that relates a point  at time  to its 
associated material point at ,  is the underlying CMR image without 
tags, and  is a function modeling tag fading. The term inside the scalar 
product  is the phase of each HARP image, which is a stable tissue property. 
The equation shows that the SPAMM tagged image is a sum of  complex 
images, referred to as harmonic images. Each harmonic image corresponds to 
a distinct spectral peak identified by frequency . As harmonic images are 
complex, they have both magnitude and phase. The phase 

 of each harmonic image is given by the exponent term, and it is 
linearly dependent on the reference map  [28]. The phase remains 
constant despite intensity variations and fading of the tagging pattern. The 
phase, which takes its values in the whole real line, cannot be in practice 
properly retrieved, instead the principal wrapped value defined  is used 
[74, 81]. This calculated phase of a harmonic image is referred to as a HARP 
image. Two HARP images with independent spectral peaks are required to 
obtain 2D information. This means a one-dimensional tagging pattern is only 
capable of extracting one-dimensional information. 
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The analysis of HARP images for myocardial deformation is an image 
processing problem and is affected by image quality. HARP tracking estimates 
tissue motion assuming a material point at time  must have the same 
harmonic peak values at time  due to phase constancy [74]. When a tagged 
image is acquired, all harmonic images  are mixed and in order to separate 
them some form of filtering is required. Several solutions have been proposed 
such as elliptical band-pass filters [75] and Gabor filters [82]. Gabor filters are 
linear filters used in texture analysis; they analyze whether specific frequency 
content is around a region of interest in specific directions in an image. Their 
potential lies in the fact that they have tunable parameters to offer accurate 
representation of HARP images. 
 
HPF solves the HARP tracking problem using a Gabor filter bank in an 
alternative mathematical framework. To obtain the phase images , the 
computation of harmonic images  is first required. In the case of 2D grid 
tagging pattern, band.pass Gabor filters centered at main spectral peaks will 
be sufficient. The best results will be obtained when variable filter parameters 
are used for individual LV planes because the motion of the LV differs in SA 
planes. Similarly, the tagging pattern will deform independently in each plane. 
HPF has different filter parameters for each SA plane. After solving the 
harmonic images, the general optical flow equation [83] can be solved to 
obtain a deformation map entitled Harmonic Phase Flow [28]. Using the map, 
the motion of a single myocardial point can be quantified by analyzing its 
deformation throughout the cardiac cycle. The location of a single point at a 
time  is obtained by operating it with a motion vector that is calculated at 
time point . The motion of the entire LV in a given plane is calculated by 
forming a continuous deformation map over the entire image series. Total 
rotation is solved as the least squares approximation to the rotations of all 
points inside the segmented myocardial wall. In HPF, torsion of the LV is 
calculated as the rotational difference between SA basal and apical planes of 
the LV, according to Equation 2.      

 
HPF requires a single frame to be segmented by the user (Figure 5). The frame 
can be any frame between end-diastole and end-systole. In the end-diastolic 
frame, when any motion is yet to occur, only the clear grid pattern might be 
visible (Figure 6). In general, the delineation of the myocardial wall is easier 
and more reliable in early systole, when the heart begins rotating and tagged 
blood moves away from the imaging slice. Before rotation calculation, the 
frame where the reference boundaries have been drawn, the end-diastolic 
frame, and tagging grid orientation must be defined. HPF software then needs 
to extrapolate the segmentation to the last image of the tagging series and also 
to the first, the end-diastolic image. When the rotation of apical and basal 
planes has been calculated, torsion calculation is enabled. The software 
outputs scores of rotation and torsion from end-diastole (0%) to end-systole 
(100%).     
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Figure 6: First (left) and third (right) tagging images of a mid-ventricular tagging image 
series. Left ventricle (LV) and right ventricle (RV) are not visible immediately after the tagging 
pattern creation, when motion is yet to occur. 

 
The analysis of the tagging pattern can also be approached directly in the 
image space with non-rigid image registration-based methods. Initial methods 
focused on pairwise matching of tagging images [84], while more recently joint 
image matching has been proposed [85, 86]. The problem is that the 
comparison is commonly made only to the first image of the tagging series, 
which can be suboptimal due to tag fading. Morais et al. developed a sequential 
non-rigid registration method, which exploits temporal information based on 
image similarity. The method matches the entire tagging series instead of 
individual frames. This kind of method is implemented in the Segment strain 
module (Medviso AB, Lund, Sweden) [87, 88]. 
 

Figure 5: Harmonic Phase Flow user interface and basal short-axis tagging image of the left 
ventricle with epicardial and endocardial segmentation. The frames of reference boundaries 
and end-systole, plane of analysis, and the tagging grid orientation have been manually 
defined for rotation analysis (Study IV). 
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Non-rigid, or elastic registration methods use image warping to estimate 
deformation between image frames [89]. During image registration the image 
is deformed to match a reference image (typically first image of the series). The 
registration is an optimization problem where the goal is to find a 
displacement field  at each point  that makes image  spatially 
aligned with image . Free-form deformation models parametrize the 
deformation field using smooth basis functions and have been an attractive 
approach to the problem. Segment software is based on this type of technique. 
 
The sequential approach, with pairwise matching, describes the displacement 

 of a point  inside the segmented myocardium as a B-spline tensor 
product [90]: 
 

 
where  and  are control point location and spacing,  are 
transformation field parameters, and  is a set of control points within the 
basis spline, or B-spline . Compared with thin-plate splines or 
elastic-body splines, B-splines are locally controlled, making them efficient 
computationally for a large group of control points [91]. The optimal frame-
to-frame transformation field  can be estimated 
iteratively. 
 
To utilize time in the transformation model, time needs to be included. This 
makes myocardial motion tracking a three-dimensional registration problem. 
The images  to be registered are two datasets represented by 

 and a temporally shifted version of , denoted 
, with  frames in the tagging image sequence. 

 
Direct inclusion of time leads to the transformation 

, where the displacement field is as follows [88]: 
 

         

      
This approach has temporal information represented by a B-spline, which has 
compact support . The optimal field is obtained by optimizing the B-spline 
parameters, which is done by minimizing a cost function . The cost function 
determines what makes a set of coefficients either favorable or unfavorable.  
 
When aligning the entire tagging image series, the cost function  takes the 
form [88]:  
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where  is the number of points . The last term is the bending energy with 

 a factor for its modulation, where  and  represent each 
point in the image sequence .  
 
Further modifications are required to prevent over-smoothing due to second-
order derivatives in time. The transformation needs to be constrained to only 
cover registration between different frames. This can be done noting 

 and setting , while keeping the spatial directions unchanged. 
This way, only in-plane gradients are used to update the transformation. Due 
to these restrictions in the optimizer, the terms  will always remain 

zero since the gradient in this direction is never updated. Additionally, to 

prevent further penalties in the time direction, , where  

and . With these modifications, the bending energy takes its final 
form [88]: 
 

  ,

 
This means that bending energy is the same form as a 2D formulation, and 
temporal smoothness is only applied by the temporal B-spline. 
 
Strain of the myocardial wall is estimated based on user contouring. In each 
myocardial wall segment, the endocardial and epicardial contours consist of 
five and ten points in the radial and circumferential directions, respectively 
(Figure 7).  
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Short axis tagging view of the left ventricle with motion tracking points visible. 
Different colors note different segments of the AHA 17-segment model. The setting of the 
points is based on user-defined epicardial and endocardial contours.  
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It is noteworthy that the entire image content is used during the iteration 
process for optimal deformation field calculation and not just the segmented 
myocardial wall [92]. Like in HPF, the myocardial boundaries can be drawn in 
any of the frames between end-systole and end-diastole. User contour is then 
extrapolated to the entire tagging image series. The displacement of different 
analysis points is found by cumulating the transformation field [88]:  
 

   
 
where  denotes end-diastole,  an image frame, and . The 
calculation of strain in frame f then takes the familiar form of Equation 1: 
 

 
 is the distance between two adjacent sample points in the direction  

(circumferential, radial, or longitudinal) in frame ,  being the 
matching distance at end-diastole. Segment reports strain results on the 
absolute time scale, not as a proportion of systole like HPF. 
 
LV rotation can be calculated in SA slices. In different SA planes, the LV wall 
is approximately a circle. With SA images not acquired perfectly 
perpendicularly to the LA of the ventricle, the ventricular wall is more of an 
ellipsoid than a circle, introducing error to the axis of rotation calculation. 
Rotation is calculated based on the same deformation field (Equation 5) by 
fitting a circle to the LV segmentation [93]. The circle fitting in Segment is 
done by minimizing the global squared radial difference in all time frames 
between the tracking points  of the segmentation and a circle 
with a radius . After the axis of rotation has been fitted to each temporal 
image frame with segmentation points, the points are translated so that each 
center of axis of rotation is in origo. This is because angular discontinuity 
needs to be detected prior to rotation calculation. A change from a Cartesian 
coordinate system to a polar one results in a line-like formation of the 
segmentation points. The movement of this line along the  axis is myocardial 
rotation in the plane of analysis. In Segment, torsion is defined as the 
rotational difference between apical and basal slices, normalized with the 
longitudinal distance between the two slices and the mean radius of segmented 
ventricular wall, the unit of torsion being . 

3.4.2 FEATURE TRACKING 
 
FT is quantitative post-processing for motion extraction of cine images [94]. 
Technologically, the underlying principle is based on recognizing patterns in 
cine images, and following them throughout the cardiac cycle [95]. FT 
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algorithms, require optimization with adjustments for sufficient image 
quality, temporal resolution of the image series, and magnitude and speed of 
the displacements expected [8].  
 
Segment software uses the same non-rigid registration algorithm for strain 
analysis with FT of conventional cine images. The spline-based tracking in 
image space is independent of the tagging pattern. FT is dependent on contrast 
differences; motion tracking cannot be performed on homogeneous targets 
such as intramyocardial tissue. Thus, rotation and torsion analysis are only 
recommended with tagging images. Cine images selected for FT analysis 
require consistent methodology for slice selection. Cine images are commonly 
acquired throughout the heart, and the selection of basal, mid-ventricular, and 
apical planes needs to be consistent for reliable and repeatable analysis 
between different subjects. Optimal basal slice is the slice closest to the 
annulus of the LV, without throughplane distortion from the LV outflow tract. 
Mid-ventricular slice is the slice that is equidistant from the LV apex and the 
mitral valve plane, while apical slice is equidistant between the apical cap of 
the LV and the mid-ventricular plane.  
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4 AIMS OF THE STUDY 

This thesis aimed to assess myocardial tagging and feature tracking in the 
analysis of quantitative myocardial motion. The studies were designed to: 
 
1) investigate whether quantitative global, planar, and segmental myocardial 
motion parameters would bring additional value over conventional volumetric 
measurements in: 
- rheumatoid arthritis (RA, Study I)  
- tetralogy of Fallot (TOF, Study II)  
- hereditary gelsolin amyloidosis (Study III) 
- hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM, Study IV).   

 
2) evaluate quantitative global, planar, and segmental motion against 
quantitative tissue measures (late gadolinium enhancement, T1, or 
extracellular volume) (Studies I and III) and volumetric measurements (Study 
II). 

 
3) evaluate intra-observer variability (Studies II and IV), examine 
performance of different technical approaches in rotation and torsion analysis 
(Study IV), and create datasets of different motion parameters that can be used 
as references for healthy and diseased myocardium (Studies I-III). 
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5 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

5.1 STUDY DESIGN AND PROTOCOL 

The studies in this thesis developed from analyzing the motion of LV, evolving 
to analyze both LV and RV. The study populations and analyzed parameters in 
the sub-studies are combined in Table 1. 
 
Table 1: Analyzed parameters in Studies I-IV. 

Study Study population 
Motion 

parameters Other analysis 

I Rheumatoid arthritis LV strain 
(tagging) 

T1, LGE 

II 
Tetralogy of Fallot & 

healthy controls 
LV & RV strain 

(FT) 

Pulmonary 
regurgitation, intra-
observer variability 

III Hereditary gelsolin 
amyloidosis 

LV & RV strain 
(FT), 

LV rotation & 
torsion (tagging) 

T1, ECV, LGE 

IV 
Hypertrophic 

cardiomyopathy & 
healthy controls 

LV rotation & 
torsion (tagging) 

Intra-observer-
variability 

LV = left ventricle, LGE = late gadolinium enhancement, RV = right ventricle, FT = feature 
tracking, ECV = extracellular volume  
 
Studies I, II, and IV were retrospective analyses of previously acquired CMR 
data, while Study III was prospective. All studies received ethical approval 
from the Ethics Review Board of Helsinki and Uusimaa, and a written 
informed consent was obtained from each participant.  
 
Study I was a follow-up study of patients with active RA. The study comprised 
39 patients with active RA who were selected from a previous study population 
of 60 patients with active RA. To minimize the risks of patients having 
disorders other than RA that could affect the myocardium, the study 
population of 60 individuals included only non-smoking, non-diabetic females 
under the age of 70 years who had no severe obesity. All 60 patients had two 
CMR examinations (total of 120); of these patients 21 had severe cardiac gating 
or breathing-induced image artifacts at either baseline or one year after the 
baseline.  The 39 patients selected for this study had successfully undergone 
CMR studies at baseline and one year after baseline, with sufficient image 
quality for quantitative analysis of tagging and native T1 mapping sequences. 
RA disease activity score (DAS28-CRP) was also assessed before and after the 
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one-year treatment period. The study population was split into early RA 
(duration of symptoms 11 ± 15 months, no previous treatment, N = 25) and 
chronic RA (duration of symptoms 207 ± 133 months, inadequate response to 
conventional treatment, N = 14). Subjects with early RA were treated with 
conventional synthetic disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs, and chronic 
subjects received biological drugs. Study subjects had undergone a CMR study 
using either a 1.5T (N = 16) or 3T (N = 23) MR system (Avantofit and Verio, 
Siemens Healthcare, Germany) and a 32-channel cardiac coil. Each study 
subject was imaged using the same MR system at baseline and at the one-year 
follow-up. The CMR protocol included bSSFP cine images of the LV in SA and 
4CH LA direction. SPAMM tagging, shortened modified look-locker inversion 
recovery T1 mapping, and inversion recovery spoiled gradient-echo late 
gadolinium enhancement (LGE) images were all acquired at mid-ventricular 
SA plane of the LV. Additionally, tagging images were acquired in the LA 4CH 
direction. Cine and tagging images all had 25 temporal phases. Mid-
ventricular SA and 4CH LA tagging images were analyzed for segmental peak 
systolic strain, peak systolic strain rate, and peak diastolic strain rate. Strain 
values were collected in all six segments of the mid-ventricular LV in the SA 
direction, and as mean in the LA direction. Changes in strain during the 
follow-up were compared with RA disease activity score and late gadolinium 
enhancement (LGE). 
 
Study II included 45 adolescent patients who had had surgical repair of TOF 
between 1990 and 2003. The patients were referred to CMR by a pediatric 
cardiologist, based on echocardiographic findings that suggested significant 
pulmonary regurgitation (PR) and increased RV size. Three patients declined 
to participate in the CMR study and two were rejected due to insufficient CMR 
image quality. Thus, 40 patients (mean age 13±3 years, 38% females) were 
included in the final study. Forty-four healthy adolescents with similar age   
and gender distribution (mean age 14±3 years, 39% females) were recruited as 
control subjects. The admission criteria of healthy controls were 1) no medical 
history of cardiovascular diseases and 2) no other known conditions that 
would affect the cardiovascular system. Morphological echocardiography and 
ECG recording were performed to exclude possible latent cardiac problems. 
CMR examination was performed on all subjects and controls using a 1.5T 
Achieva MR system (Philips Healthcare, The Netherlands) with a 5-channel 
cardiac coil. Transaxial and SA cine images were acquired throughout the 
heart. Cine images had 30 and 25 temporal phases in the SA and LA directions, 
respectively. The cine images of adolescents with repaired TOF (N = 40) and 
healthy controls (N = 44) were retrospectively analyzed for peak LV and RV 
systolic strain, peak systolic strain rate, and peak diastolic strain rate using FT. 
Additionally, strain curves were compared visually by calculating mean strain 
curves of the study groups. Results were collected in SA planes and in 4CH LA 
direction for both ventricles. Results were compared separately between TOF 
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patients and healthy controls and between TOF patients with mild (N = 29) 
and severe (N = 11) pulmonary regurgitation (PR).      
 
In Study III, 50 patients with Finnish hereditary gelsolin amyloidosis were 
included from the patient registry of Finnish Gelsolin amyloidosis (FIN-GAR). 
Exclusion criteria of the study were as follows: 1) age below 50 years, 2) 
implanted cardiac pacemaker, 3) claustrophobia, and 4) implanted metal 
objects that could interfere with the CMR examination. Age below 50 years 
was an exclusion criterion due to disease progression beginning at an older age 
[28, 79, 80]. All subjects (mean age 66±7 years) were prospectively imaged 
with a 1.5T Avantofit MR scanner (Siemens Healthcare, Germany) using a 32-
channel cardiac receiver coil with retrospective ECG-gating. Images were 
acquired in breath-hold to minimize breathing-related artifacts. The CMR 
protocol included bSSFP cine images with 30 temporal phases in SA and LA 
4CH directions, SPAMM tagging, pre-contrast and post-contrast shortened 
modified look-locker inversion recovery T1 mapping, and inversion recovery 
spoiled gradient-echo LGE images. T1 mapping, tagging, and LGE sequences 
were all acquired in the same basal, mid-ventricular, and apical planes 
according to the AHA segment model. All study subjects had their hematocrit 
measured via blood test after the CMR study.  LV rotation and torsion were 
analyzed with tagging images, and mean peak strain, peak systolic strain rate 
and peak diastolic strain rate were analyzed for both LV and RV. LV strain 
parameters, T1, extracellular volume, and late gadolinium enhancement 
values were compared in 16 segments of the AHA segment model.  
 
In Study IV, the study population was selected from a previous study of 
myosin-binding protein C gene (MYBPC). The population consisted of 32 
patients carrying the Finnish founder mutation in the MYBPC gene (MYBPC3-
Q1051X) with LV hypertrophy consistent with HCM phenotype (LV maximal 
wall thickness > 13 mm), 15 subjects with the mutation but no HCM phenotype 
(LV maximal wall thickness < 13 mm), and their 20 healthy relatives with no 
mutation [96]. Genetic diagnosis was confirmed on all subjects [97]. Of these 
individuals, 36 (14 HCM patients, age 43±11 years; 10 mutation carriers, age 
34±13 years; and 12 healthy relatives, age 43±17 years) had undergone CMR 
studies using a 1.5T Avantofit MR (Siemens Healthcare, Germany) with 
successful tagging images acquired and were selected for the study. In the 
CMR study, SPAMM tagging images were acquired in apical and basal SA 
levels of the LV. In this study, the feasibility of a non-rigid elastic image 
registration scheme (Segment) and a HARP-based method with Gabor 
filtering (HPF) was compared in the analysis of myocardial tagging for systolic 
rotation and torsion in SA direction of the LV. Basal and apical SA tagging 
images were retrospectively analyzed with both software packages.      
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5.2 ANALYZED PARAMETERS 

This thesis employed two software solutions for the analysis of quantitative 
myocardial motion: the Segment strain module (Medviso AB, Lund, Sweden) 
[87, 88], which was used to analyze rotation and torsion (Studies III and IV), 
strain in tagging images (Study I), and strain in conventional cine images 
(Studies II and III); and Harmonic Phase Flow (HPF) plugin (Computer Vision 
Center, Barcelona, Spain) [28, 79, 80], which was used to analyze systolic 
rotation and torsion in tagging images (study IV). In the studies, cine image 
slice selection for FT analysis was done at end-diastole according to the 
recommendations by Taylor et al. [98]. Motion quantification from CMR 
tagging and cine images required segmentation of the cardiac muscle wall. 
With both software used here, a single time frame was manually contoured in 
the given ventricle and cardiac plane of analysis, prior to all motion analyses. 
The rest of the image sequences were segmented automatically based on user 
contouring. Tracking quality of both tagging (Studies I, III, and IV) and cine 
images selected for FT analysis (Studies II and III) was assessed by visually 
reviewing the tracked contour throughout the cardiac cycle. If inaccurate 
tracking was detected, the contouring was manually corrected before 
advancing to motion analysis. When the tracking was deemed reliable, the 
resulting strain curves were visually compared with the tracked contour. The 
visual evaluation was done in each cardiac plane, and when segmental results 
were collected, individually for each segment. Particular attention was paid to 
verifying that the strain curves returned to baseline level.   
 
Segmental LV SA strain curves derived with tagging (Study I; circumferential 
direction) and cine images (Studies II and III; circumferential and radial 
directions) were imported to MATLAB (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, 
USA) to calculate peak systolic strain and peak strain rate (systolic and 
diastolic). Peak SA planar strain values (Study I: LV mid-ventricular; Studies 
II and III: basal, mid-ventricular, and apical) were calculated as segmental 
means. Mean LV SA strain (circumferential and radial) was calculated as a 
mean of planar values. 
 
Peak longitudinal strain parameters (Studies I- III) were calculated as a mean 
(no segmental division) of the entire ventricular walls in LA 4CH tagging or 
cine images. Similarly, peak RV SA planar and RV longitudinal strain 
parameters (Studies II and III) were calculated as a mean of the entire RV wall 
in SA and LA 4CH cine images.  Figure 8 displays examples of LV and RV SA 
mid-ventricle and LV and RV LA 4CH cine images with manual contours.  
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Figure 8: Upper row: end-diastolic basal short-axis (left) and long-axis four-chamber (right) 
cine images with manual segmentation of the left ventricle and right ventricle. The left 
ventricle has both endocardial and epicardial segmentation, while the right ventricle only has 
endocardial segmentation. Bottom row: end-diastolic view of motion tracking points for left 
ventricle and right ventricle in basal short-axis (left) and long-axis four-chamber (right) 
direction. Different colors of the tracking points denote different segments of the ventricles. 
After manual segmentation of the ventricles, manual correction of the tracking points is 
possible in any frame of the cardiac cycle.  

Study II was, additionally to peak strain analysis, motivated by visual 
comparison of strain curves between study groups. To obtain mean strain 
curves of different study populations for visual comparison, average values for 
each temporal phase and strain value were calculated. For example, the time 
point of the 10th temporal phase in the mean curve was calculated as the 
average of the 10th temporal phase of all individuals comprising the mean 
curve. A similar approach was used to obtain each strain value in the mean 
curve. Examples of LV and RV longitudinal strain curves of 11 subjects and 
their calculated mean curves are presented in Figure 9.  The method was 
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further extended to convert strain curves to match a specific RR interval. 
When the number of sampling points, or temporal phases, is the same in the 
strain curves, a specific RR interval fixes the time point of each temporal 
phase. This approach was used to match the mean strain curves for visual 
comparison in Study II. It should be noted that this kind of visualization does 
not represent the true strain behavior of any individual. 
 

Volumetric parameters were measured in all studies from cine images. 
Parameters included indexed end-systolic and end-diastolic volumes of the LV 
and EF. Analyses were performed with QMass MR software v7.6 (Medis 
Medical Imaging Systems, Leiden, The Netherlands; Studies I, III, IV) and 
with Philips ViewForum workstation (Philips Healthcare, The Netherlands; 
Study II). PR [ml/m2] (Study II) was evaluated based on ventricular 
volumetric measurements. All volumetric analyses were performed by 
experienced radiologists and cardiologists. 
 
T1 mapping images were analyzed in all six segments of mid-ventricular SA 
plane with QMass MR software v7.6 (Medis Medical Imaging Systems, Leiden, 
The Netherlands) (pre-contrast, Study I) with manual contouring. In Study III, 
the analysis was performed according to the AHA segment model with 
Segment (Medviso AB, Lund, Sweden) (pre-contrast and post-contrast). 
Regions of interest (ROIs) according to the AHA segment model were placed 
automatically based on segmentation of FT images of the LV. The analysis 
ROIs were cropped 20% from the epicardium and endocardium to avoid signal 
inhomogeneities. The ROIs of the pre-contrast images were copied to the post-
contrast images, and matching of AHA segments in pre-contrast images and 
post-contrast images was visually verified. Based on pre-contrast and post-

Figure 9: Top: longitudinal strain curves of left ventricle (LV) and right ventricle (RV) in 
different individuals (N = 11) with different length RR intervals. Bottom: calculated mean of 
the above curves (blue = LV, orange = RV). 
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contrast T1 relaxation times, extracellular volume (ECV) was evaluated using 
the following equation [99]: 
 

           (10) 

   
LGE images were analyzed according to the AHA segment model by 
experienced radiologists visually (Studies I and III) and computationally with 
Qmass MR software (Medis Medical Imaging Systems, Leiden, The 
Netherlands) using a full width at half-maximum method with a 50% 
threshold (Study III). Visual analysis divided LV segments into those with and 
those without LGE. Computational analysis resulted in LV LGE percentage. 
 
Statistical analysis of the results in different studies was performed with 
MATLAB R2016A (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA) (Study I) and IBM 
SPSS Statistics for Windows, versions 24 and 25 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, 
USA) (Studies II-IV). Results of continuous parameters are reported as mean 
± standard deviation or as median (Q1-Q3). Differences were analyzed using 
the Wilcoxon signed-rank test (Study I), independent samples Student's t-test 
(Studies II and III), and independent samples Kruskal-Wallis test (Study IV). 
Pearson correlation (Studies I-III) and Spearman's rho (Study IV) were used 
to test for correlations between different parameters. Error of the visual mean 
strain representations (Study II) was evaluated using standard deviation of the 
study samples.  Intra-observer variability (N = 30) of LV and RV strain was 
assessed using intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) and the Bland-Altman 
method (Study II), and intra-observer variability of rotation and torsion (N = 
36) with the Bland-Altman method (Study IV).  
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6 RESULTS 

6.1 EARLY AND CHRONIC RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS 

During the one-year follow-up the peak circumferential diastolic strain rate 
improved for patients with early RA (before treatment: 82 [74–91] %/s vs. 
after treatment: 91 [77–100] %/s, p = 0.05). The improved strain rate of early 
RA was most significant in the anterior segment of the mid-level of the LV 
(before treatment: 82 [63–98] %/s vs. after treatment: 85 [77–109] %/s, p = 
0.013) (Table 2). Changes in the RA disease activity score (DAS28-CRP) 
correlated with the improvement of peak mean circumferential diastolic strain 
rate in patients with early RA (Figure 10). Similar observations were not made 
for patients with chronic RA (data not presented). Peak systolic SA 
(circumferential) or LA strain values did not change significantly in either 
study group. Changes in T1 relaxation times or LGE were not associated with 
different strain parameters in either study group.   
 
Table 2: Results of strain tagging analysis for early RA patients (n = 25) (Study I). 

Results are expressed as median (Q1 - Q3), SA = short axis, LA = long axis, *statistically 
significant change. 

Segment Before treatment After treatment Change p-value 

 Peak systolic SA strain (%)   

Anterior -21.6 (-24.2 - (-19.8)) -22.0 (-24.8 - (-19.4)) 0.1 (-2.1 - 1.6) 0.76 

Anteroseptal -17.0 (-19.8 - (-15.4)) -17.6 (-21.1 - (-16.5)) -0.2 (-2.6 - 1.2) 0.76 

Inferoseptal -15.0 (-17.6 - (-12.2)) -16.2 (-18.5 - (-14.4)) -1.1 (-2.7 - 1.2) 0.08 

Inferior -18.7 (-19.9 - (-16.4)) -17.5 (-22.6 - (-15.4)) 0.4 (-2.2 - 2.2) 0.89 

Inferolateral -20.8 (-23.9 - (-18.7)) -21.6 (-23.6 - (-15.4)) -0.7 (-2.8 - 1.0) 0.39 

Anterolateral -19.8 (-20.8 - (-17.3)) -20.5 (-21.9 - (-17.1)) 0.7 (-0.7 - 2.1) 0.93 

All segments -18.9 (-20.8 - (-16.6)) -19.3 (-21.3 - (-17.0)) -0.4 (-1.6 - 0.8) 0.20 

 Peak diastolic SA strain rate (%/s)   

Anterior 82.2 (63.3 - 98.4) 85.5 (76.5 - 109.2) 18.7 (3.1 - 26.4) 0.01* 

Anteroseptal 82.0 (75.8 - 97.0) 95.8 (78.1 - 102.7) 5.5 (-6.7 - 22.7) 0.16 

Inferoseptal 71.0 (64.7 - 81.3) 79.0 (64.6 - 92.8) 2.2 (-7.8 - 11.5) 0.39 

Inferior 77.2 (65.9 - 97.4) 84.7 (67.6 - 92.8) 2.6 (-13.0 - 21.4) 0.43 

Inferolateral 89.3 (83.8 - 120.8) 103.4 (75.6 - 133.6) 8.0 (-21.9 - 33.3) 0.66 

Anterolateral 76.6 (61.3 - 90.6) 88.7 (73.1 - 105.6) 14.6 (-10.1 - 36.4) 0.09 

All segments 82.3 (73.9 - 90.7) 91.1 (77.0 - 100.1) 7.7 (-8.2 - 23.4) 0.05* 

 Peak systolic LA strain (%)   

Mean -15.0 (-16.4 - (-13.1)) -14.1 (-15.6 - (-12.6)) 0.5 (-0.8 - 1.6) 0.55 

 Peak diastolic LA strain rate (%/s)   

Mean 42.0 (32.7 - 49.1) 43.2 (34.9 - 49.7) -0.1 (-9.1 - 9.9) 0.67 
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Figure 10: Correlation with the change in DAS28-CRP disease activity score and mean mid-
SA diastolic strain rate in early rheumatoid arthritis (n = 25), SA = short axis (Study I). 

6.2 TETRALOGY OF FALLOT 

RV peak longitudinal strain was increased in TOF patients with severe PR 
(>30 ) compared with TOF patients with mild PR (<30 ) (−23% 
± 3% vs. −20% ± 4%, p = 0.01) and healthy controls (−23% ± 3% vs. -19% ± 
3%, p = 0.007). TOF patients with mild PR had no significant difference in RV 
longitudinal strain compared with healthy controls. LV peak strain, systolic 
strain rate, or diastolic strain did not differ significantly between TOF patients 
and healthy controls or between TOF patients with severe and mild PR. 
 
Looking at other strain parameters, significant differences between study 
groups were detected in RV circumferential strain (Table 3). These differences 
were also seen in the strain curves of different study groups (Figure 11).  Mean 
RV circumferential strain differed significantly between TOF patients and 
healthy controls, but did not differ significantly between the TOF subgroups. 
In different SA planes of the RV, peak circumferential strain gradually 
increased from base to apex in patients with TOF (Table 4, Figure 12). The 
increase was highest in the mid-ventricular and apical levels of the RV. A 
similar finding was made in healthy controls, however, the increase was higher 
in patients with TOF (apex-base difference 8% ± 4% vs. 3% ± 2%, p < 0.0001), 
in whom peak RV circumferential strains were significantly different in basal, 
mid-ventricular, and apical planes. PR did not explain the increase of RV 
circumferential strain in TOF patients.      
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Table 3: Results for right ventricle strain parameters in healthy controls and in patients with 
TOF having pulmonary regurgitation (Study II). 

Parameter Healthy TOF p-value TOF (PR < 
30ml/m2) 

TOF (PR > 
30ml/m2) p-value 

RV circumferential  N=44 N=40  N=29 N=11  
Strain (%)  -12 ± 3  -17 ± 4  < 0.0001*  -17 ± 4  -17 ± 4  0.69  
Systolic strain rate (%/s)  -60 ± 21  -80 ± 23  < 0.0001*  -78 ± 20  -85 ± 32  0.47  
Diastolic strain rate (%/s)  61 ± 19  87 ± 33  < 0.0001*  84 ± 32  94 ± 36  0.45  
RV longitudinal  N=40  N=35    N=24  N=11    
Strain (%)  -19 ± 3  -21 ± 4  0.15  -20 ± 4  -23 ± 3  0.02*  
Systolic strain rate (%/s)  -84 ± 19  -99 ± 23  0.002*  -95 ± 20  -110 ± 27  0.12  
Diastolic strain rate (%/s)  81 ± 27  107 ± 33  0.0001*  102 ± 27  124 ± 40  0.10  
 
PR = pulmonary regurgitation, RV = right ventricle, TOF = repaired tetralogy of Fallot, 
*statistically significant difference (p < 0.05)  

 
 

 
Table 4: Peak circumferential strain in three planes of the right ventricle of healthy controls 
and of patients with TOF having pulmonary regurgitation (study II).   

RV plane 
Healthy 

(N=44) 
TOF 

(N=40) 
p-value 

TOF PR < 30 
30ml/m2 (N=29) 

TOF PR > 30 
30ml/m2 (N=11) 

p-
value 

Base -11 ± 3 -13 ± 4 0.01* -13 ± 4 -14 ± 3 0.34 
Mid -11 ± 3 -17 ± 4 < 0.0001* -17 ± 4 -17 ± 5 0.64 
Apex -14 ± 4 -20 ± 5 < 0.0001* -21 ± 5 -20 ± 6 0.88 

RV = right ventricle, TOF = repaired tetralogy of Fallot, PR= pulmonary regurgitation , 
*statistically significant difference (p < 0.05) 

Figure 11: Mean strain curves of analyzed strain parameters in patients with repaired 
tetralogy of Fallot (TOF) (PR < 30  or PR > 30 ) and healthy controls. Heart rate 
has been fixed to 68 beats per minute (average heart rate of healthy controls). Error bars were 
evaluated as standard deviation of the samples. LV = left ventricle, RV = right ventricle, PR = 
pulmonary regurgitation (Study II). 
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6.3 HEREDITARY GELSOLIN AMYLOIDOSIS  

Segmental strain and strain rate values of different LV segments are displayed 
in Table 5. At basal level of the LV, peak circumferential strain values of 
inferoseptal and inferior segments were significantly lower (p < 0.001) than 
those of other segments of the basal plane. Similarly, peak radial strain in the 
same basal region was reduced (p < 0.005). In the mid-ventricular LV plane, 
inferior and anterolateral segments had decreased peak circumferential strain 
and peak diastolic circumferential strain rate. Radial strain parameters had no 
significant differences between segments. In the apical plane, no significant 
differences in any of the strain values between segments were detected.  
 
Mean circumferential strain values of different planes were similar in basal 
and mid-ventricular planes, and were highest in the apical plane, in both 
ventricles. Longitudinal strain values were higher in RV than in LV (p < 
0.007). 

Figure 12: Mean strain curves of right ventricular circumferential strain in different short-
axis planes. Heart rate has been fixed to 68 beats per minute (average heart rate of healthy 
controls). Error bars were evaluated as standard deviation of the samples. (Study II). 
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Table 5: Results for segmental and mean strain and strain rate analysis of both ventricles in 
hereditary gelsolin amyloidosis (n = 50) (Study III). 

CS = circumferential strain, CSR = circumferential strain rate, RS = radial strain, RSR = radial 
strain rate, LV = left ventricle, RV = right ventricle, NA = not applicable, LS = longitudinal 
strain, LSR = longitudinal strain rate, *significantly reduced (p < 0.05) from other (half or 
more) segments of the same plane. 

Short-axis Peak 
CS (%) 

Peak 
systolic 
CSR (%/s) 

Peak 
diastolic 
CSR (%/s) 

Peak RS 
(%) 

Peak 
systolic 
RSR (%/s) 

Peak 
diastolic 
RSR 
(%/s) 

LV mean -20 ± 3 -94 ± 17 87 ± 22 55 ± 10 233 ± 44 -274 ± 59 
LV base  -18 ± 3 -80 ± 14 74 ± 16 51 ± 13 206 ± 56 -235 ± 70 
LV mid -18 ± 3 -83 ± 21 79 ± 21 58 ± 12 254 ± 56 -301 ± 85 
LV apex  -24 ± 6 -120 ± 31 106 ± 41 55 ± 15 239 ± 63 -284 ± 82 
RV mean -14 ± 4 -70 ± 20 64 ± 20 NA NA NA 
RV base  -12 ± 4 -61 ± 21 47 ± 14 NA NA NA 
RV mid  -15 ± 5 -69 ± 23 65 ± 29 NA NA NA 
RV apex  -15 ± 7 -78 ± 31 79 ± 35 NA NA NA 

Long-axis Peak 
LS (%) 

Peak 
systolic 
LSR (%/s) 

Peak 
diastolic 
LSR (%/s) 

   

LV mean -17 ± 3 -79 ± 15 61 ± 14    

RV mean -22 ± 4 -96 ± 19 67 ± 19    
 

LV segments Peak 
CS (%) 

Peak 
systolic 
CSR (%/s) 

Peak 
diastolic 
CSR (%/s) 

Peak RS 
(%) 

Peak 
systolic 
RSR (%/s) 

Peak 
diastolic 
RSR 
(%/s) 

Basal anterior -21 ± 6 -112 ± 32 98 ± 34 56 ± 19 246 ± 79 -279 ± 109  
Basal 
anteroseptal -19 ± 6 -90 ± 27 70 ± 27 34 ± 15* 169 ± 68* -175 ± 79* 

Basal 
inferoseptal -14 ± 5* -73 ± 21 81 ± 23 27 ± 9* 134 ± 46* -160 ± 51* 

Basal inferior -16 ± 6* -76 ± 25 78 ± 25 62 ± 19 276 ± 96 -350 ± 127 
Basal 
inferolateral -21 ± 7 -97 ± 31 128 ± 40 71 ± 16 315 ± 96 -361 ± 124 
Basal 
anterolateral -22 ± 7 -99 ± 30 112 ± 40 70 ± 19 308 ± 93 -361 ± 129 

Mid anterior -21 ± 6 -110 ± 23 97 ± 30 65 ± 14 291 ± 64 -383 ± 111 
Mid 
anteroseptal -20 ± 6 -115 ± 26 102 ± 30 52 ± 15 272 ± 74 -277 ± 78 

Mid 
inferoseptal -21 ± 7  -108 ± 31 114 ± 34 55 ± 16 276 ± 80 -271 ± 95 

Mid inferior -15 ± 5* -72 ± 23* 87 ± 40 59 ± 14 264 ± 70 -309 ± 94 
Mid 
inferolateral -20 ± 5 -92 ± 28 119 ± 46 62 ± 14 274 ± 77 -371± 139 

Mid 
anterolateral -15 ± 5* -75 ± 27* 68 ± 33* 62 ± 15 270 ± 74 -399 ± 151 

Apical 
anterior -23 ± 6  -122 ± 33 111 ± 40 59 ± 20 263 ± 86 -331 ± 122 

Apical septal -27 ± 7 -144 ± 38 130 ± 51 45 ± 16 207 ± 69 -249 ± 80 
Apical 
inferior -26 ± 8 -127 ± 40 131 ± 50 56 ± 13 259 ± 63 -291 ± 72 

Apical lateral -20 ± 6 -111 ± 40 98 ± 43 65 ± 19 295 ± 82 -371 ± 127 
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6.4 HYPERTROPHIC CARDIOMYOPATHY 

In Study IV, analysis time of rotation and torsion was 4 ± 2 minutes with HPF 
(harmonic phase) and 5 ± 2 minutes with Segment (non-rigid registration). 
End-systolic peak apical rotation and peak basal rotation and torsion are 
reported in Table 6. Results did not differ significantly between the study 
groups with either software. HPF showed constantly smaller peak values than 
Segment (p < 0.0001). Observations were similar in all study groups. Peak 
apical rotation was highest in mutation carriers with both software, together 
with peak torsion. Systolic rotation and torsion curves of both software showed 
visually similar paths. 
 
Table 6: End-systolic rotation and torsion values in different study groups analyzed with HPF 
and Segment (Study IV). 

HCM = hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, HPF = Harmonic Phase Flow 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Parameter 
HCM 

N = 14 
Mutation 

N = 10 
Healthy 

N = 12 
p-

value 
HPF apical rotation (°) 1.8 ± 1.8 3.0 ± 1.7 1.9 ± 1.9 0.27 

HPF basal rotation (°) -1.5 ± 1.2 -1.1 ± 0.9 -1.9 ± 1.3 0.35 

HPF torsion (°) 3.3 ± 1.7 4.1 ± 1.6 3.8 ± 1.3 0.36 

Segment apical rotation (°) 3.4 ± 4.5 6.0 ± 2.3 4.0 ± 4.3 0.46 

Segment basal rotation (°) -3.8 ± 2.5 -3.6 ± 2.3 -4.0 ± 2.5 0.67 

Segment torsion (°) 7.2 ± 3.7 9.5 ± 2.2 8.0 ± 2.6 0.15 
Segment torsion,   

normalized (°/mm) 
0.2 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.1 0.20 
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The rotation and torsion values obtained with the two software packages 
correlated significantly (Figure 13). Apical plane rotation showed the highest 
correlation between the two software (  > 0.9), while basal rotation did not 
agree as strongly ( ). As torsion is the rotational difference between 
apical and basal planes, its correlation between the software was stronger than 
that for basal rotation ( ). 

6.5 CORRELATION OF MYOCARDIAL MOTION WITH 
OTHER MRI-DERIVED PARAMETERS 

In Study I, significant correlations (p < 0.001) were detected between the 
changes in peak LV systolic strain and peak diastolic strain rate in SA and LA 
directions in the entire study population of 39 subjects with RA, whether the 
changes were positive or negative (Figure 14). 
 
In Study II, PR volume and RV longitudinal strain parameters correlated 
significantly (p ≤ 0.03) in TOF patients (Figure 15). Patients with increased PR 
had on average higher RV peak longitudinal strain and peak systolic and 
diastolic strain rate in the TOF study group. 
 

 

 

Figure 13: Correlations between end-systolic rotation and torsion values obtained with 
Segment and Harmonic Phase Flow (HPF) (Study IV). 
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Study III showed significant correlations in patients with hereditary gelsolin 
amyloidosis between peak LV longitudinal strain and mean myocardial T1 and 
ECV (p < 0.04). The correlation was most significant in the basal plane (p < 
0.01, Figure 16). LV longitudinal strain also correlated with apical rotation and 
LV torsion (p < 0.02), with weaker longitudinal strain resulting on average in 
decreased rotation and lower torsion. In circumferential and radial directions, 
LGE was associated with peak diastolic radial strain rate and peak diastolic 
circumferential strain rate. Increased LGE decreased both radial and 
circumferential peak diastolic strain rate.  

 
 

Figure 14: Correlations between the changes in peak mean systolic strain and peak mean 
diastolic strain rate in short-axis (SA) (left) and long-axis (LA) (right) directions in the entire 
study population (n = 39) (Study I). 

Figure 15: Correlation between pulmonary regurgitation (PR) and right ventricular peak 
longitudinal strain, peak systolic strain rate, and peak diastolic strain rate (Study II).   
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6.6 INTRA-OBSERVER VARIABILITY 

Intra-observer variability of motion parameters was assessed in Studies II and 
IV. In Study II, the intraclass correlation coefficients of peak RV 
circumferential strain, peak RV longitudinal strain, peak LV circumferential 
strain, and peak LV longitudinal strain were 0.985 (0.97-0.99), 0.967 (0.93-
0.99), 0.976 (0.90-0.99), and 0.970 (0.94-0.99), respectively. Bland-Altman 
plots of the same parameters and additionally peak LV radial strain are shown 
in Figure 17. LV peak circumferential strain showed the smallest variability, 
while bias was smallest in peak LV radial strain. Variability of peak RV 
circumferential strain and peak RV longitudinal strain did not differ 
significantly from corresponding LV parameters.  

 
In Study IV, intra-observer variability was compared between HPF and 
Segment in rotation of different planes and torsion (Figure 18). With both 
software, variability was the smallest and bias was the lowest in the analysis of 
basal rotation, and the highest in the torsion analysis. With HPF, 97% cases 
were within the 95% confidence interval of two standard deviations, compared 
with 92% with Segment. The bias in Segment was lower than in HPF in all 
motion parameters.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 16: Correlation between peak left ventricular longitudinal strain and A) basal pre-
contrast T1 and B) basal extracellular volume (ECV) (n = 50) (Study III). 
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Figure 18: Intra-observer variability of rotation and torsion values analyzed with Harmonic 
Phase Flow (HPF, upper row) and Segment (lower row) (Study IV). 

Figure 17: Intra-observer variability of LV and RV strain values with Segment (Study II). 
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7 DISCUSSION 

7.1 STUDY FINDINGS 

All sub-studies of this thesis showed significant findings for myocardial 
motion. Study I was the first follow-up study to investigate the effects of 
medical treatment on myocardial motion in RA, analyzed with CMR tagging. 
Significant improvement in the diastolic strain rate of early RA patients was 
detected, focused on the anterior mid-ventricular segment. Peak mean systolic 
strain did not change significantly in either of the study groups, however, 
changes in peak mean systolic strain values correlated with changes in peak 
mean diastolic strain rate. Myocardial involvement and specifically diastolic 
dysfunction have been previously reported in RA patients free of other 
cardiovascular diseases [100-102]. The disease activity score of RA decreased 
in early RA patients during the follow-up period and was associated with 
changes in peak mean diastolic strain rate (Figure 10). Chronic RA patients, 
with a mean active disease duration of 17.3 years, showed no improvement in 
disease activity or strain parameters. Changes in peak diastolic strain and peak 
systolic strain of the entire study group showed a significant correlation 
(Figure 11), supporting the fact that systole and diastole are closely 
interdependent [103]. Changes in T1 relaxation times and LGE were not 
associated with changes in strain values. The study concluded that diastolic 
myocardial function is affected by RA and early treatment of RA targeting 
remission can maintain diastolic function and improve myocardial function. 
 
Study II investigated primarily RV strain in adolescent TOF patients and 
presented an RV compensation mechanism in TOF patients with severe PR, 
where RV longitudinal strain was increased with an increasing amount of PR. 
Similar findings have not been observed in previous studies in adult patients 
with TOF [104, 105]. RV circumferential strain increased gradually from base 
to apex in TOF patients, contrary to healthy controls. Different cardiac planes 
functioned more uniformly in healthy controls, while the increase in peak RV 
circumferential strain from base to apex was significant in TOF patients. The 
observation of delayed timing of peak RV circumferential and longitudinal  
values (Figure 8) is consistent with right bundle branch block common after 
TOF repair [106]. LV function was well preserved in adolescents with TOF.  
 
Study III was the first to characterize myocardial tissue in patients with 
hereditary gelsolin amyloidosis with CMR. Common to other cardiac 
amyloidosis, LV volumes and EF were preserved, with slightly increased LV 
wall thickness [107]. Myocardial tissue changes were mainly located in the 
basal plane of the LV. SA motion of single segments was observed to be 
diminished relative to other segments of the same cardiac plane. Both basal T1 
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relaxation times and basal LGE were associated with different motion 
parameters. Effects of hereditary gelsolin amyloidosis were shown to differ 
from the more common light-chain and familial myocardial amyloidosis.  
 
Finally, Study IV compared harmonic phase and non-rigid registration-based 
analysis techniques in the analysis of systolic rotation and torsion and found 
that absolute rotation and torsion values differed significantly between 
Harmonic Phase Flow and Segment software in patients with HCM. Both 
software could be used reliably for systolic rotation and torsion analysis, but 
the study concluded that software specific reference values are required when 
comparing absolute motion values between individuals.  
 
Quantitative regional assessment of myocardial motion can add incremental 
information that may help to develop new treatment paths in cardiac 
disorders. A widely adopted approach for strain analysis is to quantify mean 
values of ventricles; reporting planar or segmental values is not as well 
established. Regional strain is slowly gaining wider acceptance, and regional 
strain has even been recently argued to outperform the conventional LGE in 
RV scar detection [108]. The RV wall is thinner than LV wall, and LGE is 
harder to quantify. Strain, however, is easier to quantify as the endocardial 
border of the RV is clearly visualized in cine images. The present work argues 
that local motion analysis is a valuable addition to global values. Myocardial 
motion parameters are most valuable when analyzed with other patient 
characteristics [109, 110]. In this work, motion was related to disease activity 
scores (Study I), heart valve function (Study II) and LGE, T1, and ECV maps 
(Study III). The correlations detected between motion parameters and other 
patient parameters ranged from (±) 0.37 to 0.46, indicating weak associations 
between the parameters [111]. 

7.2 METHODOLOGICAL CONCERNS 

There are many factors affecting the function of the heart and the value of an 
analyzed motion parameter. The image acquisition and analysis chain from a 
subject entering the MR scan room to acquiring a single numerical parameter 
of their myocardial motion has several phases and potential moments of 
misconduct. Subject state, their physical condition, and their capability of 
undergoing successful CMR are factors that influence the resulting CMR 
images. During imaging a proper ECG signal for gating and subject breath-
hold for minimizing motion artifacts are required. To acquire tagging or cine 
images for proper motion analysis, image orientation and planes need to be 
selected according to recommendations. Sequence parameters such as trigger 
delay, gating method, field of view, and phase oversampling need to be set 
correctly to visualize the entire region of interest for analysis of the entire 
cardiac cycle. The first image frame in the tagging and cine image sequence 
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should match end-diastole well, otherwise, the reference point for strain 
calculation is off, and the absolute value of peak strain is diminished. Images 
covering the entire heart are a combination of multiple sequences and even 
one failing can potentially ruin post-processing options due to insufficient 
image quality. The tagging pattern persists longer at 3T than at 1.5T, meaning 
better tag contrast [65]. The persistence of the tagging pattern mainly affects 
the analysis of diastolic strain, as the tagging pattern is created immediately 
before systolic cine acquisition. However, the 1-1 SPAMM tagging sequence 
used in Studies I and III with modern MR systems is much faster to complete 
than during the early 21st century. No significant difference in strain between 
patients imaged at 1.5T and 3T due to tag persistence was observed in Study I. 
CMR imaging at 3T has the benefit of a higher signal-to-noise ratio and the 
capability of using multi-channel excitation. There are challenges, however, 
with increased inhomogeneities of the RF excitation field, increased incorrect 
T-wave triggering, and artifacts due to tissue susceptibility in the common 
SSFP cine images [112]. CMR image quality is not always sufficient at 1.5T 
either. In Study I, basal and apical tagging images were discarded entirely due 
to poor image quality. Additionally, some of the basal tagging slices included 
parts of the LV outflow tract; in these slices, the LV wall did not remain intact 
throughout the cardiac cycle, and thus, could not be used for segmental motion 
analysis. Study II involved only the analysis of cine images, which are 
technically simpler to acquire than tagging images. In Study III, images were 
acquired prospectively, and image quality could be verified immediately after 
acquisition. Tagging sequences were repeated if necessary. The study 
population of Study IV also involved a subpopulation of a larger patient cohort 
with successful tagging images acquired.   
 
The definition of myocardial rotation is unambiguous; the basal plane is 
adopted to rotate in the negative direction, while apical rotation is positive. 
However, definitions for torsion differ. The torsion definition used by HPF is 
the simple rotational difference between apical and basal planes. This 
definition was used in Study IV, which was primarily concerned with 
comparing rotation and torsion values between HPF and Segment. To 
compare rotation and torsion of different-sized hearts reliably, normalization 
of some sort is required. Common methods include normalizing to the 
longitudinal distance between apical and basal slices [27]. Segment 
additionally uses the mean radius of the myocardial wall in the apical and basal 
slices [93]. This normalization, initially by Rüssel et al., has been shown to give 
unbiased estimates for three-dimensional torsion and should be preferred 
[113]. Study IV was concerned with comparing absolute rotation values 
between HPF and Segment, which is why torsion was not normalized for HPF.  
 
Deformation field calculation differs between different technical solutions. It 
has been argued that Gabor filters may not be optimal because they 
unnecessarily attenuate spectral information that contributes to motion 
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computations [114]. This could explain the significantly lower absolute values 
of HPF than of Segment (Study IV). HPF uses fixed Gabor filter parameters 
for each SA plane, based on the type of motion normal in that plane. It is 
uncertain how well the Gabor filter bank functions in the case of abnormal 
myocardial motion, although motion tracking is based on harmonic peaks of 
the deformed grid pattern, which are independent of the motion of the heart.  
 
Performing motion tracking in a certain layer of the myocardium influences 
the strain values obtained. Deformation of the endocardial myocardium is 
larger than that of the epicardial myocardium [115]. Similarly, calculation of 
global strain is different if the measurement is performed using the entire 
myocardial wall length rather than the average of segmental values. Currently, 
most analysis software requires endocardial and epicardial segmentation in a 
single frame of analysis. These contours determine the region of analysis and 
because different operators will contour differently different strain values will 
result; operator experience is an important factor in measurement accuracy. 
The reproducibility of different strain components is also not equivalent. 
Solving the displacement between adjacent analysis points is challenging 
when the absolute distance between points becomes shorter. This is one 
explanation for the usually lower reliability of RS than of CS and LS [116]. It 
has been generally concluded that segmental strain analysis with FT is less 
reliable than global strain measurements [117]. In addition, two factors in 
software-related aspects are critically important [115]: 1) validation of each 
analysis software and 2) consensus reporting among software package 
vendors. However, to date, no clear consensus exists. Segment strain module 
is a CE-marked product, while HPF is an open-source tool with independent 
validation by the developers [28]. It is noteworthy also that deformation field 
calculation in Segment is done based on the entire image and not just the 
segmented myocardial wall [92]. Inter-institutional variance in volumetric 
CMR measurements has been reported to be an important source of 
variability, which can be reduced by consented analysis [118]. In the present 
work, contouring of CMR images was thus started in consensus with a 
radiologist (Study I) and proceeded independently by the doctoral candidate 
(Studies II-IV). Intra-observer variability of motion parameters was analyzed 
(Studies II and IV) to verify observer reliability.   
 
Intra- and inter-observer and intra- and inter-software variability of different 
FT algorithms have been well recognized and have gained significant interest 
in the past year [115, 119, 120]. Backhaus et al. conducted a study where they 
analyzed the effect of a one-hour dedicated operator training on intra-observer 
and inter-observer variability of strain analysis with three dedicated software 
[120].  They found that observer experience is an important source of variance 
in FT-derived strain assessment and that dedicated training, even for a short 
period, can significantly improve reproducibility [120]. Yet, a 2020 update of 
the Society for Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance Task Force consensus 
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statement refrained from making a dedicated statement on how quantitative 
evaluation of LV myocardial dynamics (strain, rotation and velocity) should be 
performed, as research applications are still evolving [121]. Until such 
recommendations and standards emerge, comparison between different 
software solutions remains limited. 

7.3 FUTURE CHALLENGES 

Steps towards standardizing strain measurements have been taken. Heinke et 
al. proposed standardizing FT-derived LS [122]. By standardizing they meant 
thorough evaluation of the entire analysis chain, starting from analysis image 
selection and critical assessment of tracking quality throughout the cardiac 
cycle. They found standardization for LS measurement helps to reduce 
variability introduced by inconsistencies of and between observers and inter-
vendor variability. It does not, however, remove the systematic inter-vendor 
bias due to differences in image processing algorithms [122]. FT software have 
no internal quality parameters to assess tracking quality; the numbers 
generated with FT are always observer-related. New machine learning-based 
automated segmentation methods of CMR cine images are emerging and the 
use of automatic segmentation, when deemed reliable, has the potential to 
diminish observer-introduced variability in myocardial motion analysis and 
enables the processing of large datasets in a shorter amount of time. One such 
method has recently been implemented in the Segment software used in this 
study, with a verification dataset of 1100 individuals [123]. Another recently 
developed method of cine segmentation aims to completely void the need for 
tagging images, as they are time-consuming and require extensive post-
processing [124]. However, efforts have also been made in recent years to 
combine spatial information with spectral information for improved tagging 
image analysis [114]. Both tagging and FT continue to reveive research 
interest.  
 
Current mainstream analysis methods can analyze the motion of both 
ventricles reliably; however, atrial strain is increasingly interesting and will be 
the focus of future studies. CMR has also been found to be a reliable tool for 
atrial strain analysis [125]. This poses the next challenges for reliable and 
repeatable measurements in quantitative myocardial motion analysis.  
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8 CONCLUSIONS 

Quantitative analysis of regional motion in cardiovascular magnetic resonance 
imaging is capable of distinguishing fine differences between different sections 
of the heart and is a valuable tool in the follow-up and classification of different 
cardiac conditions. Several software solutions exist for quantitative motion 
analysis and software-specific reference values are required when comparing 
motion values of individuals. Currently, no standardization of motion 
measurement exists between different software solutions, which causes 
variability in measures between different operators and software.  
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